
Five Nights at Freddy's

**About Five Nights at Freddy's**

Five Nights at Freddy's is a horror game for smartphones and tablets, in which players have to

watch creepy robot stuffed animals for five nights.

In Five Nights at Freddy's you get a job as a security guard, who has to watch the robot stuffed

animals of a famous pizzeria at night. While the stuffed animals are in a good mood during the day

and entertain guests, they mutate at night to nasty creatures. You watch the action at night on

different security cameras and have to intervene as soon as one of the stuffed animals leaves its

place. But since you have only a limited amount of power available, with which you can turn the

light on and off and operate security doors, you have to use the electricity sparingly.

**Five Nights at Freddy's - Features:** 

- Watch the robot stuffed animals: At the beginning of the game you get a job as a security guard

in a popular pizzeria. This pizzeria advertises above all with its animatronic stuffed animals that

entertain both children and adults during the day. Unfortunately, these stuffed animals mutate at

night to nasty creatures, which want to attack humans. Your job is to watch these creepy robots

during five nights. To keep an eye on Freddy Fazbear and his two friends, you have to keep all

security cameras in view. 

- Use your power sparingly: Although you have lights and secure doors available to protect you

from the stuffed animals, the power you can use for this protection is limited. When there is no

power left, you will not be able to turn on the lights or secure a door. Make sure that you use the

electricity sparingly, so that you have sufficient electricity at the end of the night.

- Find the robots: If you see on the monitors that the robots are no longer in their places, you have

to find them with the help of numerous security cameras. Search all rooms of the pizzeria, find the

stuffed animals and make sure that the scary robots cannot reach you.

Conclusion: Five Nights at Freddy's is not for the faint hearted. In the game you will not only find

scary robot stuffed animals, but also numerous jump scares await you. Since you only have a

limited amount of power available and you have to play the game in the dark at some points, the

game provides adrenaline and horror.


